
February 20, 1984 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, MD 21701 

Dear Harold: 

I am in the process of doing some background research on the 
Martin Luther King case and there is one particular facet which 
really intrigues me, and which you raised questions about ("Key 
Questions, Major Doubts," in The Assassinations, Dallas and  
Beyond). I have a hunch that the Toronto aliases used by Ray 
are crucial to the case. I have the Toronto newspaper clippings 
from 1968, pointing to the similarities between Ray and 
Bridgeman, and Sneyd, etc. And I have read the HSCA hearings: 
The interviews with Ray only succeed in his restating that he 
got his alia4from the library. As you probably know, the real 

Galt evidently greatly resembled Ray, even including scars, and 
was eight years older bUt looked younger (this can't be devined 
from newspapers and birth announcements). Toronto papers report 
that Galt: was a crack rifle shot, had traveled to Memphis, had 
worked on a secret Canadian Gov. project (the latter may explain 
how he ended up as a Ray alias). 

Do you have any information or insights on this angle 
that you can share? I notice in your article you refer to Galt's 
signature, in which St. V looks like "Starvo," and I wondered 
how you discovered this? 

I'll appreciate any help you can provide. 

Best regards, 

Philip Melanson 



dad 

Dear ebil, 	 e/26/Lel. 
In all the countlea hours I spent with him ane the any letters we exchanged 

there were not many time I hdd re son to believe that einey Ray lied to me. One story 
that just was not credible and one element that bears heavily on hie having associates, 
uudoubtedly in Canada, whether or not Canadians, is his bullshit about getting the 
names from birth notices. 

In F;rnne—ile  I print the real ''ait's signature that'I got in the moat secret 
of piaco.i, the N.Y. Tines. Which made no use of what it deblinhedl 

After I explain its antecedents, I sueeest that if you uae any of the heCes 
stuff on the King ansameenation you begin with the lengthy memo I did under the worst 
of possible eireuestances, which MCA went out of its way to create, and then decide 
for yourself if you cau believe anything originating with MCA. It began with the 
preeonception of Ray's guilt and refused to consider anything else, save the only 
really impossible theory of the conspiracy. 

waitinr I kept waamene for what Mee promise'. to provide, to info it claimed to be 
basing its theory and allegations on and I never got even the full steno transcript. 
They addressed those few pages to IMML John Rey and at the wrong prison, so they were 
delayed in reaching him cat then me. I wound up dictating off th© top of the head And 
or wife wa tryping what I'd dictated and we did not finish until late the night before 
the connittee's last day, when Jim Loser delivered it without either of us having a 
chance to road it. 

There is song dependable stuff, but it is not lieCele. It got some of what I got 
from the FBI tae than pretnalee. to having done the work itself. Like the Atlanta 
laundry ticket. Its own work is dishoneet, incoeeetent, iandeouate, incomplete end 
prejudieed from the outset. 

I don't know year purposes in this beeig,TGund. reeearch but I can probably 
help you if you ever get down this way. I long for enough free tiee to be able to 
get back to my writing, on this. 

To make the anawer a bit more explhoiti it is not possible that Hay got those 
names from the birth notices. It is not possible that he had my independent way of 
getting them. Therefore, some provided them and that aoeeone had to have some 
sophistication or perhaps organization to be able to do that. I know Jimmy well enough 
to know that there had to be aomeone like the man 11. oells "maul." 

If yoa.know the eeys as I do you'd agree that mono of thee coed have conceived 
Bed carried the nseaseinatlon off and that,at least two are natural patsies and the 
third is the nest stubborn man I've ever known. John and Jimmy did net like each other 
and did not even keow how to get in touch with each other. 

most wiahea, 


